Bytom (BTM)

**About**: Bytom is the infrastructure of asset Internet. Any peer-to-peer financial applications and asset applications from institutions and individuals could be built on Bytom chain.

**Advantages**:

1) **Intelligent**: Consensus algorithm promotes, AI techniques, Calculation power actually using

2) **Flexible**: Customize Your Smart contract, Completely control assets

3) **Efficient**: Digital Asset Atomic Transfer, High concurrent exchange, Adaptable to different business environments
Roadmap


[2017-09] Testnet Released: Bytom 0.1.0 BigBang version released. China Hangzhou’s First Public Chain Bytom Releases The Alpha Testnet "BigBang".


[2018-07-26] Smart Contract Launch: The release of smart contract also marks the establishment of its core, which will further promote the commercialization of the project.
[2018-07-09] Mainnet Improvement

- **Network:** Large-scale deployment and monitoring of full nodes and light nodes, and peer-to-peer network communication and route upgrades.

- **Basic Expansions:** Polish Blockchain Explorer, mobile wallet, ODIN-based public chain ID system.

- **Contract Support:** SDK Development, Enterprise-level Smart Asset Signature System, Bytom Virtual, Machine(BVM) Multi-language Support Phase1.

[2019-1-3] Ecosystem and Business:

- The first batch of partners reach cooperation.
- Realize the circulation of multiple asset on chain.
- Bytom First Developer Conference Bytom Devcon 1.
- Bytom Asset Ecology Conference Asset 2020